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Abstract
We study the problem of robust mean estimation and introduce a novel Hamming
distance-based measure of distribution shift for coordinate-level corruptions. We
show that this measure yields adversary models that capture more realistic corrup-
tions than those used in prior works, and present an information-theoretic analysis
of robust mean estimation techniques in these settings. We show that for structured
distributions, methods that leverage the structure yield more accurate mean esti-
mation. Finally, we introduce a novel two-step meta-algorithm for robust mean
estimation that first fixes corruptions in the input data and then performs robust
mean estimation. We demonstrate in real-world data with missing values that our
two-step approach outperforms existing robust estimation methods and provides
accurate mean estimation even in high-magnitude corruption settings.
1 Introduction
Data corruption is an impediment to modernmachine learning deployments. Corrupted data samples,
i.e., data vectors with either noisy or missing values, can severely skew the statistical properties of a
data set, and hence, lead to invalid inferences. Robust statistics seek to providemethods for problems
such as estimating the mean and covariance of a data set that are resistant to data corruptions.
Much of the existing robust estimation methods assume that a data sample is either completely clean
or completely corrupted; this model is referred to as the Huber contamination model [18]. Under
this model, robust estimators rely either on filtering or down-weighting corrupted data vectors to
reduce their influence [6, 7]. In many applications, however, we can have partially corrupted data
samples and even all data vectors can be partially corrupted. For example, in DNA microarrays,
measurement errors or dropouts (missing values) can occur for batches of genes [33]. Filtering or
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down-weighting an entire data vector can waste the information contained in the clean coordinates
of the vector.
Problem Summary We focus on robust mean estimation under coordinate-level corruption. The
corruption is restricted to the injection of missing entries. We study corruption in the worst case,
i.e., we assume that corruption is systematic and cannot be modeled as random noise. We assume
an adversarial model: a given data set generated from an unknown distribution can have up to α-
fraction of its coordinates missing adversarially, meaning that the adversary can strategically hide
individual coordinates of samples. The goal is to find an estimate µˆ of the true mean µ of the data
set that is as accurate as possible even in the worst case.
Our work is motivated by state-of-the-art works [30, 37] that use the correlations among the co-
ordinates of the data to recover the clean data distribution, and then use it to perform imputation
and repair data errors [37] or power downstream ML models [20]. We build upon these results and
propose a novel connection between robust estimation and structure-aware recovery of corrupted
data.
Main Contributions We introduce a new model for coordinate-level corruptions and present an
information theoretic analysis of robust mean estimation under this model. We also propose a novel
two-step meta-algorithm for robust mean estimation that matches our information theoretic analysis.
We propose dENTRY, a new measure of distribution shift for coordinate-level corruption. We base
dENTRY on the Hamming distance between samples from the original and the corrupted distribution.
The reason is that the Hamming distance between the original and the corrupted samples is at most
the amount of corruption in this sample, neatly reflecting adversarial noise. We further propose
coordinate-level adversary models whose budget is determined by dENTRY.
We present an information theoretic analysis of corruption under dENTRY adversaries and formally
validate the empirical observations in the data cleaning literature: we show that one must exploit
the structure of the data to achieve information-theoretically optimal error for mean estimation. To
show that structure is key, we focus on the case where the data lie on a lower-dimensional subspace,
i.e., the observed sample before corruption is x = Az, where A ∈ Rn×r and z ∈ Rr is a lower-
dimensional vector drawn from an unknown distribution Dz . We identify a key quantity mA, the
minimum number of rows that one needs to remove from A to reduce its row space by one, which
captures the effect of structure on mean-estimation error ||µ − µˆ||. For the case of Gaussian dis-
tributions, we prove that no algorithm can achieve error better than Ω(α nmA ) when α-fraction of
coordinates per sample on average is adversarially missing.
We propose a two-step meta-algorithm for robust mean estimation that achieves the information-
theoretic optimal error. The core idea of the meta-algorithm is fixing the corrupted samples instead
of filtering them before mean etimation. In the first step, we perform structure-based imputation
to fix the missing entries. In the case of linear structure, if the matrix A is known, we recover
missing entries by solving a system of linear equations; when A is unknown, we show that under
bounded amount of corruption, we can leverage matrix completion methods [28] to recover the
missing entries and obtain the same performance as in the case with known structure. In the second
step, we apply existing robust mean estimation methods as a black box over the imputed data. We
present an experimental evaluation of the proposed two-step approach on synthetic and real-world
data and show it leads to significant accuracy improvements over prior robust estimators even for
corrupted samples that do not follow a Gaussian distribution or whose structure does not conform to
a linear model.
Key Takeaway Our work highlights that, for coordinate-level corruption with missing values, it
is necessary to use the structure in the data to perform recovery before statistical estimation. We
consider the case of linear structure and a Gaussian distribution—the de facto distribution consid-
ered in the robust statistics literature—and samples with adversarially missing values. One approach
to estimate the mean is to remove all samples with at least one missing value and use robust esti-
mation methods tailored to sample-level corruption, such as the Tukey median [35] or the recently-
introduced estimator by Diakonikolas et al. [6]. We show that when α-fraction of the values are
corrupted the aforementioned approach yields an estimation error of Ω(αn) where n is the total
number of coordinates. However, this error is not the information theoretic optimal in the presence
of structure. We show that to achieve the information theoretic optimal error ofΘ(α nmA ), one needs
to impute all missing values that can be recovered correctly before estimating the mean of the data.
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2 Background and Motivation
We review the problem of robust mean estimation. We also discuss models and measures used to
analyze sample-level corruptions and motivate our study.
Robust Mean Estimation Robust mean estimation is the problem of recovering the mean µ ∈
R
n of a n-dimensional distribution D from a list of i.i.d. samples where an unknown number of
arbitrary corruptions has been introduced in the samples. In this paper, we focus on corruptions that
correspond tomissing entries. Specifically, given access to a collection ofN samples x1, x2, . . . , xN
fromD on Rn with arbitrarily missing values, the problem of robust mean estimation seeks to find a
vector µˆ such that ‖µ− µˆ‖ is as small as possible. We consider two standard norms to measure the
mean estimation error ‖µ− µˆ‖. The first norm is the Euclidean (ℓ2) distance and the second is the
scale-invariantMahalanobis distance defined as ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = |(µ− µˆ)TΣ−1(µ− µˆ)|1/2, whereΣ is
the covariance matrix. When the covariance matrix is the identity matrix, the Mahalanobis distance
reduces to the Euclidean distance.
Sample-level Corruption A typical model to describe worst-case corruptions is that of a sample-
level adversary, hereafter denotedAǫ1. This adversary is allowed to corrupt an unknown ǫ-fraction of
the samples in an arbitrary manner and all coordinates of those samples are considered corrupted. In
the case of missing values, this model corresponds to an adversary that strategically hides samples
x ∼ D to bias mean estimation in the worst possible manner. Corruptions introduce a shift of
the distribution D, which we can measure using the total variation distance (dTV). Total variation
distance between two distributions P and Q on Rn is defined as dTV(P,Q) = supE⊆Rn |P (E) −
Q(E)| or equivalently 12‖P −Q‖1. Specifically, the shift introduced by Aǫ1 satisfies dTV(D,D′) ≤
ǫ, where D′ is the observed distribution after corruption. Furthermore, for two Gaussians D1 =
N (µ1,Σ) and D2 = N (µ2,Σ) with dTV(D1, D2) = ǫ < 1/2 it is that ‖µ1 − µ2‖Σ = Θ(ǫ),
i.e., their total variation distance and the Mahalanobis distance of their means are equivalent up to
constants. This result allows tight analyses of Gaussian mean estimation for a bounded fraction of
corruptions.
Motivation Total variation only provides a coarse measure of distribution shift, and hence, leads to
a coarse characterization of the mean estimation error. For example, corruption of one coordinate per
sample versus corruption of all coordinates results in the same distribution shift under total variation.
However, the optimal mean estimation error can be different for these two cases. For example, if
a corrupted coordinate is a copy of another non-corrupted coordinate the effect to mean estimation
should be zero as we can repair the corrupted coordinate. This observation motivates our study.
3 Robust Mean Estimation under Coordinate-level Corruption
We study robust mean estimation under fine-grained corruption schemes. First, we introduce
two new coordinate-level corruption adversaries (models) and a new measure of distribution shift
(dENTRY) that characterizes the effect of those adversaries on the observed distribution. Second,
we present an information theoretic analysis of robust mean estimation and prove information-
theoretically optimal bounds for mean estimation over Gaussians N (µ,Σ) under coordinate-level
corruption with respect to Mahalanobis distance. All proofs are deferred to the Appendix.
3.1 Coordinate-level Corruption Adversaries
We introduce two new adversaries and compare them to the sample-level adversary Aǫ1 from Sec-
tion 2:
First, we consider an extension ofAǫ1 to coordinates, and define a value-fraction adversary, denoted
by Aρ2. Given N samples from distribution D on Rn, adversary Aρ2 is allowed to corrupt up to
a ρ-fraction of values in each coordinate of the N samples. This adversary can corrupt a total of
ρ ·N ·n values in theN samples; these values can be distributed strategically across samples leading
to cases where most of the samples are corrupted but still the corruption per coordinate is bounded
by ρN .
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Second, we define the more powerful coordinate-fraction adversaryAα3 that can corrupt all samples
in the worst case. Aα3 is allowed to corrupt up to α-fraction of all values in the N samples, i.e., up
to a total of α ·N · n values. When α ≥ 1n , adversaryAα3 can corrupt all N samples.
Adversary Comparison Aǫ1 corresponds to the standard adversary associated with the strong con-
tamination model in [9], which either corrupts a sample completely or leaves it intact. Adversaries
Aρ2 and Aα3 are more fine-grained since they can corrupt only part of the entries of a sample. As a
result, Aρ2 andAα3 can corrupt more samples thanAǫ1 for similar budget-fractions ǫ, ρ, and α.
We formalize the comparison among Aǫ1, Aρ2, and Aα3 in the next propositions. We seek to under-
stand when an adversary A can simulate another A′, i.e., A can perform any corruption performed
by A′.
Proposition 1. If α, ρ ≤ ǫ/n, then Aǫ1 can simulate Aρ2 andAα3 . If α ≤ ρ/n, Aρ2 can simulate Aα3 .
Proposition 2. If α, ρ ≥ ǫ, then Aρ2 and Aα3 can simulate Aǫ1. If α ≥ ρ, Aα3 can simulate Aρ2.
These propositions show that the two adversary types (sample- and coordinate-level) can simulate
each other under different budget conditions, thus, enabling reductions between the two types.
Proposition 1 implies that we can reduce coordinate-level corruption to sample-level corruption
by considering Aα3 as Aǫ1 with ǫ = αn. This reduction guarantees that any algorithm for mean
estimation with guarantees forAǫ1 enjoys the same guarantees for coordinate-level corruption when
ǫ ≥ α · n. Similarly, Proposition 2 means that any lower-bound guarantee on mean estimation for
Aǫ1 also holds forAα3 when ǫ = α. However, this characterization is loose as the gap between α and
αn is large, raising the question: Are there distributions for which this gap is more tight and are there
data properties we can exploit to reduce the dimensional factor of n? Next, we show that structure in
data affects the power of coordinate-level corruption and introduces information-theoretically tight
bounds for mean estimation under coordinate-level corruption.
3.2 Distribution Shift under Coordinate-level Corruptions
We propose a new type of distribution shift metric, referred to as dENTRY, which can accurately
capture fine-grained coordinate-level corruption. We have the next definition:
Definition 1 (dENTRY). Consider the coupling γ of two distributions P,Q, i.e., a joint distribution
of P and Q such that the marginal distributions are P,Q. Let the set of all couplings of P,Q be
Γ(P,Q), and define for x, y ∈ Rn, I(x, y) = [1x1 6=y1 , . . . ,1xn 6=yn ]⊤. ForD1, D2 on Rn,
d1ENTRY(D1, D2) = inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
1
n
‖ E
(x,y)∼γ
[I(x, y)] ‖1
d∞ENTRY(D1, D2) = inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
‖ E
(x,y)∼γ
[I(x, y)] ‖∞
Intuitively d1ENTRY(D1, D2) represents howmany coordinates need to be corrupted (out of n on aver-
age) forD1 andD2 to be indistinguishable. Then, given the original distributionD and sufficiently
large sample size, {D′ : d1ENTRY(D,D′) ≤ α} represents the set of distributions that Aα3 can show
us after corruption, and thus d1ENTRY allows us to capture all possible actions of this adversary. Sim-
ilarly, d∞ENTRY captures all possible actions of Aρ2. We use dENTRY when both d1ENTRY and d∞ENTRY
apply.
We compare d1ENTRY and dTV in Figure 1. We consider a 2D uniform distribution D1 and two
corrupted versions D2 and D3. D2 is obtained after an adversary corrupts both coordinates for
samples from the upper-left quadrant ofD1 and one of the coordinates for samples in the lower-left
and upper-right quadrant ofD1. D3 is obtained after an adversary corrupts the horizontal coordinate
for samples obtained from the left-most 3/4 of D1. In both cases, dTV(D1, D2) = dTV(D1, D3) =
3/4 since 3/4 of the samples fromD1 are corrupted. dENTRY is different: FromDefinition 1, we have
d1ENTRY(D1, D2) = 1/2 and d
1
ENTRY(D1, D3) = 3/8, thus, we can distinguish the two adversaries.
3.3 Information-theoretic Bounds for Gaussian Mean Estimation
We analyze robust mean estimation under coordinate-level corruptions. We focus on Gaussian distri-
butions, the de facto choice in the theoretical robust estimation literature. Our results are summarized
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(A) Corruption of both coordinates (B) Corruption of one coordinate
Figure 1: Comparing dTV and dENTRY: D1 is the original 2D uniform distribution. D2 is obtained after
corruptions from Aα3 with α = 1/2, and D3 after corruption from Aα3 with α = 3/8.
Table 1: A summary of our results for robust mean estimation (||µˆ − µ||Σ) under Aǫ1 (sample-level
adversary),Aρ2, and Aα3 (coordinate-level adversaries). The results are for Gaussian distributions.
Structure Aǫ1 Aρ2 Aα3
No Structure Θ(ǫ) Ω(ρ
√
n), O(ρn) Θ(αn)
Known A Θ(ǫ) O(ρ n
mA
) Θ(α n
mA
)
Unknown A Θ(ǫ) O(ρ n
mA
)∗ Θ(α n
mA
)#
When ∗ ρ < mA−1
n+(mA−1)(mA−2)
# α < 1
n
.
in Table 1. We first show an impossibility result for arbitrary Gaussian distributions: in the general
case, the information-theoretic analysis based on dTV and sample-level adversaries [35, 6] is tight
even for coordinate-level corruption adversaries. However, we show that this result does not hold for
distributions that exhibit structure, i.e., redundancy across coordinates. We show that, for structured
Gaussian distributions and corruptions that lead to a dENTRY-bounded distribution shift, one must
exploit the structure to achieve information-theoretically optimal error for mean estimation.
Mean Estimation of Arbitrary Gaussians We consider a Gaussian distribution with N (µ,Σ)
with full rank covariance matrix Σ. We assume that observed samples are corrupted by a coordinate-
level adversary. We first present a common upper-bound on the mean estimation error for both Aρ2
and Aα3 , and then introduce the corresponding lower-bounds.
We obtain an upper-bound on ‖µˆ − µ‖Σ by using Proposition 1: A sample-level adversary can
simulate a coordinate-level adversary when ǫ = α · n. But, for Adversary Aǫ1 the Tukey median
achieves optimal error ‖µˆ − µ‖Σ = Θ(ǫ). Thus, the Tukey median yields error O(αn) for the
coordinate-level adversariesAρ2 (when ρ = α) and Aα3 .
We now focus on lower-bounds for the mean estimation error. We first consider Adversary Aρ2
who can corrupt at most ρ-fraction of each coordinate in the samples. For this setting, the optimal
estimation error depends on the disc of the covariance matrix Σ, where disc is defined as:
Definition 2. (disc) For a positive semi-definite matrix M , define s(M)ij = Mij/
√
MiiMjj and
disc(M) = maxx∈[−1,1]
√
xT s(M)x.
Theorem 1. Let Σ ∈ Rn×n be full rank. Given a set of i.i.d. samples fromN (µ,Σ) where the set is
corrupted by Aρ2, an algorithm for estimating µˆ must satisfy ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = Ω(ρ · disc(Σ−1)).
From this theorem, we obtain the next corollary for the mean estimation error for Aρ2:
Corollary 1. Given a set of i.i.d. samples from N (µ,Σ) where the set is corrupted by Aρ2, an
algorithm that outputs a mean estimator µˆ must satisfy ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = Ω(ρ√n).
We see that there is a gap between the lower and upper bound on the mean estimation error for Aρ2.
However, we show that such a gap does not hold for Aα3 . For Aα3 , the lower bound is the same
as the upper bound presented above. Specifically, for the coordinate-fraction adversary Aα3 , it is
impossible to achieve a mean estimation error better than O(αn) in the case of arbitrary Gaussian
distributions:
Theorem 2. Let Σ ∈ Rn×n be full rank. Given a set of i.i.d. samples fromN (µ,Σ) where the set is
corrupted by Aα3 , an algorithm that outputs a mean estimator µˆ must satisfy ‖µˆ− µ‖Σ = Ω(αn).
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To gain some intuition, considerAα3 with α ≥ 1n . In this case, Aα3 can concentrate all corruption in
the first coordinate of all samples, and hence, we cannot estimate the mean for that coordinate. An
immediate result is that for worst-case coordinate-corruptions, i.e., corruptions introduced by Aα3 ,
over arbitrary Gaussian distributions the mean estimation error is precisely ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = Θ(αn).
Mean Estimation of Structured Gaussians The previous analysis for Aα3 shows that we cannot
improve upon existing algorithms. However, real-world data often exhibit structural relationships
between features such that one may be able to infer missing values via other visible values [37]. We
show that in the presence of structure due to dependencies, one must exploit the structure of the
data to achieve information-theoretically optimal error for mean estimation. To show that structure
is key, we focus on samples xi ∈ Rn that lie in a low-dimensional subspace such that xi = Azi,
where A ∈ Rn×r represents the structure. We assume zi comes from a non-degenerate Gaussian in
R
r. We consider a data sample x = Az before corruption and assume that corruption is introduced
in x.
In this setting, the coordinate-level adversary has limited effect in mean estimation due to the re-
dundancy that A introduces. We can measure the strength of this redundancy of A with respect to
coordinate-level corruption by considering its row space. The coordinates of x = Az, and hence,
the corrupted data, will exhibit high redundancy when many rows of A span a small subspace. We
define quantitymA to derive information-theoretic bounds for structured Gaussians.
Definition 3 (mA). Given matrix A ∈ Rn×r, mA is the minimum number of rows one needs to
remove from A to reduce the dimension of its row space by one.
WhenA = I is the identity matrix, it ismI = 1 and we can remove any row to reduce its row space;
we have low redundancy. But, forA = [e1, . . . , e1]
⊤,mA = n we need to remove all e1’s to reduce
A’s row space. It holds that 1 ≤ mA ≤ n.
We next show that the higher the value that mA takes, the weaker a coordinate-level adversary
becomes due to the increased redundancy. Intuitively, the coordinate-level adversary has to spend
more budget per sample to introduce corruptions that will counteract the redundancy introduced by
matrixA. Theorem 3 shows thatAρ2,Aα3 cannot alter the original distribution too far in dTV, leading
to information-theoretically tight bounds for mean estimation.
Theorem 3. Given two probability distributions D1, D2 on R
n with support in the range of the
linear transformation A,
(mA/n) · dTV(D1, D2) ≤ dENTRY(D1, D2) ≤ dTV(D1, D2)
Since dTV between two Gaussians is asymptotically equivalent to the Mahalanobis distance between
them, we get the following corollary using dENTRY.
Corollary 2. Let N (µ,Σ) be a Gaussian with support in the range of linear transformation A. For
µˆ such that dENTRY(N (µ,Σ),N (µˆ,Σ)) ≤ α, ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = O(α nmA ).
Corollary 2 shows thatAρ2 (when ρ = α) andAα3 can only shift structured distributions byO(α nmA ).
This result suggests that we can improve upon the previous O(αn) mean estimation guarantees.
Furthermore, the following theorem proves that this upper bound is tight underAα3 .
Theorem 4. Let N (µ,Σ) be a Gaussian with support in the range of linear transformation A and
let Aα3 adversarially corrupt the samples. Any algorithm that outputs a mean estimator µˆ must
satisfy ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = Ω(α nmA ).
4 Algorithms for Robust Mean Estimation over Structured Data
We propose a two-step meta-algorithm for robust mean estimation over data with linear structure.
We show two algorithm instances that achieve near-optimal guarantees for known and unknown
structure. We assume a sufficiently large sample size (infinite in the case of unknown structure) for
all the analysis.
Two-Step Meta-Algorithm The meta-algorithm consists of the next two steps: 1) Recover: use
the dependencies across coordinates of the data (i.e., the structure) to recover the values of corrupted
samples (when possible); 2) Estimate: After fixing corruptions, perform statistical estimation using
an existing method (e.g., empirical mean estimation or the Tukey median).
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In contrast to prior robust estimation methods, we do not filter or down-weight all corrupted sam-
ples. We use the structure to recover a subset of those, thus, limiting the effect of the adversarial
corruptions on the observed data. If we choose to filter all corrupted samples without recovery, we
cannot achieve the information-theoretic bounds because the coordinate-level adversary may corrupt
at most αn-fraction of the samples yielding an estimation error ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = Ω(αn).
Mean Estimation with Known Structure When matrix A is known, we recover missing coordi-
nates as follows: we solve the linear system of equations formed by the non-corrupted data in the
sample and A to estimate z, and then use this estimate to complete the missing values of x. This
is the recovery step in our meta-algorithm. Given the recovered samples, we proceed with mean
estimation.
The above algorithm achieves errorΘ(α nmA ): the best strategy ofA
ρ
2 orAα3 is to corrupt coordinates
so that recovery is impossible. To this end, a coordinate-level adversary must corrupt at leastmA co-
ordinates for a sample to make coordinate recovery impossible. The two-step approach of recovery
by solving a linear system and mean estimation with the Tukey median over full samples is infor-
mation theoretically-optimal. However, the Tukey median is computationally intractable, and we
use the empirical mean to obtain a computationally efficient algorithm. This approach yields a near-
optimal guarantee of O˜( αnmA ) that is tight up to logarithmic factors—here O˜(ǫ) = O(ǫ
√
log(1/ǫ)).
Theorem 5. Assume samples xi = Azi and zi comes from a Gaussian such that xi ∼ N (µ,Σ) with
support in the range of linear transformationA. Given a set of i.i.d. samples corrupted byAρ2 (when
ρ = α) or Aα3 , recover missing coordinates by solving a linear system of equations then discard all
unrecoverable samples. The empirical mean µˆ of the remaining samples satisfies ‖µˆ − µ‖Σ =
O˜( αnmA ), while the Tukey median µˆTukey of the remaining samples satisfies ‖µˆTukey − µ‖Σ = O( αnmA ).
Theorem 5 shows that for A with mA ≈ n, while the strong adversary Aα3 introduces corruptions
that shift the observed distribution by dENTRY = α, it can only affect the mean estimation as much
as the weaker adversary Aǫ1 (with ǫ = α), which shifts the observed distribution only by dTV = ǫ.
This result implies that recovery by leveraging the structure reduces the strength of Aα3 (and alsoAρ2 with ρ = ǫ) to that of Aǫ1. In fact, mA = n − r + 1 for almost every A with respect to the
Lebesgue measure on Rn×r, somA ≈ n when r is sufficiently low-dimensional. The above means
that we can tolerate coordinate-level corruptions with large ρ and α only if we first recover and then
estimate.
Mean Estimation with Unknown Structure IfA is unknown, we can estimate it using the visible
entries before we use them to impute the missing ones. We build on the next result: matrix comple-
tion can help robust mean estimation in the setting of xi = Azi when A is unknown but has full
rank, in which casemA = n−r+1. Corollary 1 in Pimentel-Alarcón et al. [28] gives the conditions
in which we can uniquely recover a low rank matrix with missing entries. This result goes beyond
randommissing values and considers deterministic missing-value patterns. We state it as the follow:
Lemma 1. Assume samples xi = Azi and zi comes from a Gaussian such that xi ∼ N (µ,Σ) with
support in the range ofA, butA is unknown and full rank. If there exist r+1 disjoint groups of n−r
samples, and in each group, any k samples have at least r+ k dimensions which are not completely
hidden, all the samples with at least r visible entries can be uniquely recovered.
The above leads to the next algorithm: We recover the missing coordinates via matrix completion—
we use iterative hard-thresholded SVD (ITHSVD) [4]. Then, we use either Tukey median or a
empirical mean estimation. We next analyze the guarantees of this algorithm.
Matrix completion requires learning the r-dimensional subspace spanned by the samples. Samples
with more than r visible entries provide information to identify this subspace. Given the subspace,
any sample with at least r visible entries can be uniquely recovered. For corruptions by Aα3 we
show:
Lemma 2. If A is unknown and the data is corrupted by Aα3 where α ≥ 1n , we cannot recover any
missing coordinate, otherwise we can recover all the samples with less thanmA missing entries.
If we combine this lemma with Theorem 5, we have Theorem 6.
Theorem 6. Assume samples xi = Azi and zi comes from a Gaussian such that xi ∼ N (µ,Σ) with
support in the range of A, but A is unknown. Under corruption Aα3 with budget α < 1n , recover
missing coordinates by solving the matrix completion problem and discard any unrecoverable sam-
7
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Figure 2: Mean estimation error (Mahalanobis) for synthetic data sets.
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Figure 3: Mean estimation error (in l2) for synthetic data sets.
ples. The empirical mean µˆ of the remaining samples satisfies ‖µ− µˆ‖Σ = O˜( αnmA ), while the Tukey
median µˆTukey of the remaining samples satisfies ‖µˆTukey − µ‖Σ = O( αnmA ).
In the presence of Aα3 we can obtain optimal mean estimation error—we obtain the same error
guarantees with Theorem 5—using matrix completion only when the budget of Aα3 is bounded as a
function of the data dimensions, i.e., when α < 1/n. These guarantees are information-theoretically
optimal but pessimistic: Aα3 can hide all coordinates from the same dimension which can be unreal-
istic. Thus, we focus on adversaryAρ2.
Theorem 7. Assume samples xi = Azi and zi comes from a Gaussian such that xi ∼ N (µ,Σ) with
support in the range of A, but A is unknown and full rank. UnderAρ2 where ρ < mA−1n+(mA−1)(mA−2) ,
the above two-step algorithm obtains ‖µ − µˆ‖Σ = O˜( ρnmA ), while the Tukey median µˆTukey of the
remaining samples satisfies ‖µˆTukey − µ‖Σ = O( ρnmA ).
Theorem 7 can be obtained from Theorem 5 and the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Assume A is unknown and full rank. Under Aρ2, if ρ ≥ mA−1n , we cannot recover
any corrupted sample; if ρ < mA−1n+(mA−1)(mA−2) , we can recover all samples with at least r visible
entries.
5 Experiments
We compare the proposed two-step recover-and-estimate procedure against standard robust estima-
tors. We consider both real-world data that may not exhibit linear structure and synthetic data that
does not always follow a Gaussian distribution.
Methods and Experimental Setup We consider the following mean estimation methods:
• Empirical Mean: Take the mean for each coordinate, ignoring all missing entries.
• Data Sanitization: Remove any samples with missing entries, and then take the mean of
the rest of the data.
• Coordinate-wise Median (C-Median): Take the median for each coordinate, ignoring all
missing entries.
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Table 2: Properties of the real-world data sets in our experiments.
Data Set Samples Features ITHSVD Rank
Leaf 340 14 3
Breast Cancer 69 10 3
Blood Transfusion 748 5 3
Wearable Sensor 52081 9 4
Mice Protein Expr. 1080 77 10
• Our Method with Matrix Completion (Two-Step-M): Use iterative hard-thresholded
SVD (ITHSVD) [4] to impute the missing entries. Take the mean afterwards. We use
randomized SVD [14] to accelerate.
• Out Method with Exact Recovery (Two-Step-E): For each sample, build a linear system
based on the structure and solve it. If the linear system is under-determined, do nothing.
Then, take the mean while ignoring the remaining missing values.
The methods can be classified into three categories, based on the amount of structural information
they leverage: (1) Empirical Mean, Data Sanitization, and C-Median ignore the structure informa-
tion; (2) Two-Step-M assumes there exists some unknown structure but it can be inferred from the
visible data; (3) Two-Step-E knows exactly what the structure is and uses it to impute the missing
values.
In each experiment presented below, we inject missing values by hiding the smallest ǫ fraction of
each dimension. For synthetic data sets, the true mean is derived from the data generation procedure.
For real-world data sets, we use the empirical mean of the samples before corruption approximate
the true mean. For synthetic data sets, we consider the l2 and Mahalanobis distances to measure
the estimation accuracy of different methods. For real-world data, we only consider the l2 distance
between the estimated mean and the true empirical mean of the data before corruption.
Mean Estimation on Synthetic Data We show that redundancy in the corrupted data can help
improve the robustness of mean estimation. We test all the methods on synthetic data sets with
linear structure (x = Az) and three kinds of latent variables (z): 1) Gaussian, 2) Uniform, and 3)
Exponential. Each sample xi is generated by xi = Azi, where zi is sampled from the distribution
Dz describing the latent variable z. We set A to be a diagonal block matrix with two 8 × 4 blocks
generated randomly and fixed through the experiments. In every experiment, we consider a sample
with 1,000 data vectors. To reduce the effect of random fluctuations, we repeat our experiments for
five random instances of the latent distribution Dz for each type of latent distribution and take the
average error.
The results for the above experiments are shown in Figure 2. This figure shows the mean estimation
error of different methods measured using the Mahalanobis distance. Additional results with the l2
distance are shown in Figure 3. We see that estimators that leverage the redundancy in the observed
data to counteract corruption yield more accurate mean estimates. This behavior is consistent across
all types of distributions and not only for the case of Gaussian distributions that the theoretical
analysis in Section 3 focuses on. We see that the performance of Two-Step-M (when the structure
of A is considered unknown) is the same as that of Two-Step-E (when the structure of A is known)
when the fraction of missing entries is below a certain threshold. Following our analysis in Section 4,
this threshold corresponds to the conditions for which the subspace spanned by the samples can be
learned from the visible data. Finally, we point out that we do not report results for Data Sanitization
when the missing fraction is high because all samples get filtered.
Mean Estimation on Real-world Data We turn our attention to settings with real-world data with
unknown structure. We use five data sets from the UCI repository [11] for the experiments in this
section. Specifically, we consider: Leaf [31], Breast Cancer Wisconsin [26], Blood Transfusion
[38], Wearable Sensor [32], and Mice Protein Expression [16]. For each data set, we consider
the numeric features; all of these features are also standardized. For all the data sets, we report
the l2 error. We summarize the size of the data sets along with the rank used for Two-Step-M in
Table 2. As the structure is unknown, we omit Two-Step-E. We show the results in Figure 4. We
find that Two-Step-M always outperforms Empirical Mean and C-Median on three data sets (Breast
Cancer Wisconsin, Wearable Sensor, Mice Protein Expression). For the other two (Leaf, Blood
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Figure 4: Error of mean estimation on real-world data sets.
Transfusion), the error of Two-Step-M can be as much as two-times lower than the error of the other
two methods for small ǫ’s (ǫ < 0.35 for Leaf and ǫ < 0.25 for Blood Transfusion). We also see that
the estimation error becomes very high only for large values of ǫ. It is also interesting to observe
that Data Sanitization performs worse than the Empirical Mean and the C-Median for real-world
data. Recall that the opposite behavior was recorded for the synthetic data setups in the previous
section. Overall, these results demonstrate that structure-aware robust estimators can outperform the
standard filtering-based robust mean estimators even in setups that do not follow the linear structure
setup in Section 3.
6 Discussion and Extensions
We have shown that utilizing redundancy in the observed samples to counteract corruption in both
real-world and synthetic data sets can substantially improve estimates of the mean of a distribution;
when the level of corruption is below a threshold, these techniques do not require knowing the
structure beforehand.
Our results could be extended by considering other forms of structure; our results here have been ex-
clusive to distributions with linear structure. Though approximate linear structure is present in many
data sets, more complex forms of structure may result in more accurate recovery of missing entries
in real-world data as they could more accurately approximate the true structure of the distribution.
Our model of adversarial corruption could also be extended to allow both hidden and otherwise
modified entries as well as random errors in the data. Our experimental results show that leveraging
redundancy is beneficial when the data is only approximately structured, making these promising
avenues of future investigation. A complete model would also take the computational budget of the
defender into account. Finally, our results could be extended to statistics other than the mean and to
models of the effect of structure-based imputation as preprocessing for learning algorithms.
7 Related Work
Many works have studied problems in robust statistics. These include robust mean and covariance
estimation [24, 5, 6, 3, 23, 39], robust optimization [2, 8, 12, 29], robust regression [19, 22, 10, 13],
and computational hardness of robustness [15, 21, 10, 17].The works more relevant to ours focus
on:
Entry-level Corruption Zhu et al. [39] define a family of non-parametric distributions for which
robust estimation is well-behaved under a corruptionmodel bounded by theWasserstein metric. This
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measure is different than dENTRY. Further, we focus on the information-theoretic analysis of mean
estimation. Wang and Gu [36] use a corruption model similar to ours but the main difference is that
it assumes sparsity in the covariance, not a low-dimensional distribution. Finally, Loh and Tan [25]
study learning a sparse precision matrix of the data under cell-level noise but for a dTV adversary.
Missing Data Imputation State-of-the-art methods for data imputation use data redundancy to
obtain high accuracy even for systematic noise. SVD-based imputation methods [27, 34] assume
linear relations across coordinates. There are also other works that consider different models, in-
cluding K-nearest neighbors, SVMs, decision trees, and even attention-based mechanisms [1, 37] to
discover more complex non-linear structures. Our theoretical analysis provides intuition as to why
these methods outperform solutions that only rely on coordinate-wise statistics.
8 Conclusion
We studied the problem of robust mean estimation under coordinate-level corruption. We proposed
dENTRY, a new measure of distribution shift for coordinate-level corruptions and introduced adver-
sary models that capture more realistic corruptions than prior works. We presented an information-
theoretic analysis of robust mean estimation for these adversaries and showed that when the data
exhibits redundancy one should first fix corrupted samples before estimation. Our analysis is tight.
Finally, we introduced a two-step meta-algorithm for mean estimation that matches the information-
theoretic bounds from our analysis.
Broader Impact
The proposed work provides a new perspective to the problem of robust statistical estimation. We
show that leveraging the dependencies between coordinates yields improvements on statistical es-
timation for structured data. We build a connection between coding theory and robust statistical
estimation, and show evidence that real-world data exhibit redundancy which can be utilized to do
imputation in a way similar to robust decoding. We encourage further work to analyze the impact
of coordinate level corruption and structure-based imputation in settings with different types of cor-
ruptions (e.g. replacement instead of missing values) and more complex structures.
Our work also provides a theoretical foundation for the practical works in data management and
data cleaning. Researchers have been using simple heuristics to deal with missing values and cor-
rupted data. We show that imputation plays a key role to improve the quality of corrupted data,
and provide information-theoretic bounds regrading how much improvement can be achieved by
imputation. Our work opens the way for improved designs of data management systems to ensure
robustness against noisy data for downstream analytics. Such systems that focus on data quality op-
erations in machine learning pipelines are adopted by companies such as Google (Tensorflow TFX)
and Amazon (Deequ). Finally, our work sheds lights on a common mistake that practitioners do
for fixing missing data, i.e., imputing using the coordinate mean. Our results propose a practical
solution that can benefit analysts obtain analytical pipelines with rigorous guarantees.
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A Appendix
We now provide the proofs for all results stated in the main body of our work. We also provide
additional details and figures from our experimental evaluation that were omitted due to space con-
straints. Finally, we discuss extensions and future directions related to our work.
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. Suppose that A3 affects at least one entry in a subset S of all samples. As at least one
coordinate per sample is corrupted, S must be at most an α-fraction of all samples; since α ≤
ǫ/n the sample-level adversary can corrupt the entirety of every sample partially corrupted by the
coordinate-level adversary, and thus, it is a stronger adversary given this condition. The proof for
A2 is similar.
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. If α, ρ ≥ ǫ, similarly to the proof of Proposition 1,A2 andA3 can simulateA1 by placing all
its corruptions on the ǫN coordinates corrupted byA1. If α ≥ ρ,A3 can simulate A2 by corrupting
the coordinates corrupted by A2 since A2 can never corrupt more than ρ-fraction of coordinates in
expectation. On the other hand, if α ≤ ρ/n, A2 can corrupt whatever coordinates A3 decides to
corrupt sinceA3 cannot corrupt more than αn-fraction of one coordinate. Thus, the three statements
hold.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. With a budget of α, A3 can concentrate its corruption on one particular coordinate, say the
first coordinate. If αn ≥ 1, we will lose all information for the first coordinate, making mean
estimation impossible. Since α < 1/n, A3 can corrupt αn-fraction of first coordinates of all sam-
ples. Since the marginal distribution with respect to the first dimension is a univariate Gaussian,
information-theoretically any mean estimator of the first coordinate must be Ω(αn)-far from the
true mean of the first coordinate.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Let x be the maximizer of maxx∈[−1,1]
√
xT s(Σ−1)x and let v be the vector with entries
(Σ−1ii )
−1/2. To complete the proof, we will show that d∞ENTRY(N(µ,Σ), N(µ + ρv,Σ)) ≤ ρ. To
do this, we are going to use a hybrid argument showing that by only hiding ρ fraction of the en-
tries in the i-th coordinate,N(µ,Σ) and N(µ + ρ~ei/Σ
−1/2
ii ,Σ)) become indistinguishable. This is
because, dTV(N(µ,Σ), N(µ + ρ~ei/Σ
−1/2
ii ,Σ))) ≤ ρ. By applying this argument sequentially for
every coordinate,N(µ,Σ) andN(µ+ρv,Σ) are indistinguishable under anA2 adversary. Since the
total distance between µ and µ + ρv in Mahalanobis distance is at least ρ · disc(Σ−1), the theorem
follows.
A.5 Proof of Corollary 1
Proof. We prove the following lemma that implies Corollary 1 when combined with Theorem 1.
Lemma 4. For any n× n PSD matrixM , disc(M) ∈ [√n, n]
We have that s(M) is a PSD matrix with diagonal elements equal to 1. Consider a random x
with uniformly random coordinates in {−1, 1}. Then, E[xT s(M)x] = Trace(s(M)) = n. Thus,
maxx∈[−1,1]
√
xT s(M)x ≥ √n. This lower bound is tight forM = I .
For the upper-bound, we notice that since s(M) is PSD, it holds that |s(M)ij + s(M)ji| ≤ 2. To
see this notice that xT s(M)x ≥ 0 for both x = ei + ej and x = ei − ej .
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Given this, we have that xT s(M)x ≤ 12
∑
ij |s(M)ij + s(M)ji| ≤ n2. This gives the required
upper-bound. Notice that the upper-bound is tight for the matrixM consisting entirely of 1’s.
A.6 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. First, we will show the case for d1ENTRY.
d1ENTRY(D1, D2) = inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
‖E(x,y)∼γ [I(x, y)] ‖1
n
= inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
E
(x,y)∼γ
[ ||x− y||0
n
]
≤ inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
Pr
(x,y)∼γ
[x 6= y]
= dTV(D1, D2)
Now, we can writeD1 = F (D′1) andD2 = F (D
′
2) for some distributionsD
′
1 andD
′
2 on R
r.
Suppose that x 6∈ ker(A). Now, suppose by way of contradiction that ΠiAx is nonzero for fewer
than mA values of i. Call the rows of A vT0 , . . . , v
T
n−1 and let S be the subspace of R
r spanned by
the vi. As x 6∈ ker(A), Ax is nonzero. Hence, 〈x, vi〉 is nonzero for some i so ΠS x is nonzero.
Now, let B be a basis for S containing ΠS x. Consider the subspace S′ of S spanned by {vi |
〈x, vi〉 = 0}. As ΠS′ x = 0, ΠS x cannot be an element of S′ and so B is not a basis for S′.
Thus, the dimension of S′ is less than that of S; as |{vi}| − |{vi | 〈x, vi〉 = 0}| < mA we have a
contradiction of the definition ofmA. Thus, if x 6= 0 ∈ Rr, ΠiAx must be nonzero for at leastmA
values of i, and hence ||Ax||0 ≥ mA.
Now, suppose that (x, y) ∼ γ for some γ ∈ Γ(D1, D2). Then, x = Ax′ and y = Ay′ for some
x′, y′ ∈ Rr. If x 6= y, then Ax′ 6= Ay′ so x′ − y′ 6∈ ker(A). Thus
||A(x′ − y′)||0 ≥ mA
by the above, and so
E
(x,y)∼γ
[||x− y||0] ≥ mA Pr
(x,y)∼γ
[x 6= y]
Therefore, we have that
d1ENTRY(D1, D2) = inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
‖E(x,y)∼γ [I(x, y)] ‖1
n
= inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
E
(x,y)∼γ
[ ||x− y||0
n
]
≥ inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
mA
n
Pr
(x,y)∼γ
[x 6= y]
=
mA
n
dTV(D1, D2)
In the case of d∞ENTRY, the left hand side follows from above by using the fact that ‖x‖1 ≤ n‖x‖∞
for x ∈ Rn. Then,
d∞ENTRY(D1, D2) = inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
‖ E
(x,y)∼γ
[I(x, y)] ‖∞
= inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
max
i
Pr
(x,y)∼γ
[xi 6= yi]
≤ inf
γ∈Γ(D1,D2)
Pr
(x,y)∼γ
[x 6= y]
= dTV(D1, D2)
Therefore, the theorem holds for the dENTRY metric.
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A.7 Proof of Corollary 2
Proof. We can obtain the given upper bound relating the distance to dTV. Since
dTV(N (0, 1),N (µ, 1)) = erf( µ2√2 ), for small µ > 0, erf(
µ
2
√
2
) = Θ(µ). Then
dTV(N (µ,Σ),N (µ′,Σ)) = dTV(N (0, I),N (Σ−1/2(µ′ − µ), I))
= dTV(N (0, 1),N (‖Σ−1/2(µ′ − µ)‖2, 1))
= dTV(N (0, 1),N (‖µ′ − µ‖Σ, 1)) = Θ(‖µ′ − µ‖Σ)
Applying Theorem 3, we get that ‖µ− µ′‖Σ = O(α nmA ).
A.8 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. For the lower bound, Aα3 may corrupt at most αnmA -fraction of the samples so that the co-
ordinates are non-recoverable and shift part of the original distribution to anywhere along the axes
of missing coordinates. Then the proof similarly follows the lower bound proof for estimating the
mean of a Gaussian corrupted by Aǫ1. Hence, since we cannot distinguish between two Gaussians
that share 1− αnmA of mass, ‖µˆ− µ‖Σ = Ω(α nmA ).
A.9 Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. Define ǫ be the fraction of samples that has at least one corrupted coordinate. Note that the
coordinate-level adversary must corrupt at leastmA coordinates of a sample to make his corruptions
non-recoverable. Given that we can recover any sample with less thanmA corrupted coordinates, we
have that ǫ ≤ αnmA . If D is the original distribution on Rn and D′ is the observed distribution, then
dTV(D,D
′) ≤ ǫ. Since dTV between the two Gaussians is less than or equal to ǫ, the Tukey median
algorithm achieves ‖µˆTukey − µ‖Σ = O( αnmA ). On the other hand, removing ǫ-fraction of a spherical
Gaussian shifts the empirical mean by O(ǫ
√
log 1/ǫ). Therefore, ‖µˆ− µ‖Σ = O˜( αnmA ).
A.10 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. The adversary can simply hide one coordinate completely to prevent us from recovering that
coordinate if at least one missing coordinate per sample in expectation is allowed. If the expected
number of missing coordinates per sample is less than one, there must then be some positive fraction
of samples with no missing coordinates; as we have infinite samples, we can select any r+1 disjoint
sets of n− r such samples to satisfy the conditions in Lemma 1.
A.11 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. First, We introduce the concept of hidden patterns. The set of coordinates missing from a
sample forms its hidden pattern. We only consider the hidden patterns which have been applied to
infinitely many samples as if only finitely many samples share a pattern, the adversary could hide
those samples completely with 0 budget.
When ρ ≥ mA−1n , the adversary is able to hide mA − 1 entries for every sample, and we cannot
learn the structure from samples with only r visible entries.
When ρ < mA−1n , the adversary does not have enough budget to hide mA − 1 entries of all the
samples, so there exist some patterns with at least r + 1 coordinates visible. We use M to denote
the number of such patterns, and pl to denote the probability of the lth pattern Pl, l = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
Next, we show a necessary condition for the adversary to prevent us from learning the structure.
Since we have infinitely many samples, one group of n − r samples satisfying the conditions in
Lemma 1 is enough to learn the structure since we can find another r groups by choosing samples
with the same hidden patterns.
It is obvious that the adversary has to hide at least one coordinate per pattern, otherwise we have
infinitely many samples without corruption. No matter what the patterns the adversary provides, we
try to get the samples satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1 by the following sampling procedure.
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1. Start with one of the patterns, pick r + 1 visible coordinates of it to form the initial visible
set V1. Take one sample from this pattern to form the initial sample group G0. Mark this
pattern as checked.
2. ForK = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,M − 1, take one of the unchecked patterns and check if it contains at
least one visible coordinate not in VK , the current visible set. If so, take one sample xK
from it and pick any one of its visible coordinates vK /∈ VK . Add xK to the sample group
and vK to the visible set: GK+1 = GK ∪{xK}, VK+1 = VK ∪{vK}. If not, skip it. Mark
the pattern as checked.
We show by induction that any k(k ≤ K) different samples inGK have at least r+k coordinates in
VK not completely hidden. It is trivial that the property holds forK = 1. Assume that the property
holds for K . According to the sampling procedure, when a new sample xK comes, it has at least
one visible coordinate vK not in VK . Consider any k(k ≤ K + 1) different samples in GK+1. If
the k samples don’t include the new sample xK , by the induction assumption they have at least
r + k coordinates in VK ⊂ VK+1 not completely hidden. If xK is one of the k samples, again by
the induction assumption the other k − 1 samples have at least r + k − 1 coordinates in VK not
completely hidden, plus vK of xK is also not hidden, so there are at least r+ k coordinates in VK+1
not completely hidden. Thus, the property also holds forK+1. By induction, any k distinct samples
from the group we get at the end of step 2 have at least r + k coordinates not completely hidden,
which means if the group has at least n− r samples, the conditions in Lemma 1 can be satisfied.
Denote the set of the patterns being picked as PP and the set of the patterns being skipped as PS .
Based on the previous analysis, the adversary has to manipulate the patterns so that |PP | ≤ n−r−1,
in which case the visible set cannot cover all the coordinates, which means there exists at least one
common hidden coordinate for the patterns in PS (otherwise the pattern where that coordinate is
visible should have been picked). Since the fraction of hidden entries in that common coordinate is
less than or equal to ρ, the sum of the probabilities of the patterns in PS satisfies
∑
l:Pl∈PS pl ≤ ρ.
Since all the patterns have at least one missing coordinate, we also have pl:Pl∈PP ≤ ρ. Thus, we
have
∑M
l=1 pl ≤ (n− r)ρ. In such a case, the overall fraction of missing entries η satisfies
η ≥
M∑
l=1
pl
1
n
+ (1−
M∑
l=1
pl)
n− r
n
≥ (n− r)ρ 1
n
+ (1− (n− r)ρ)n− r
n
The first inequality holds because for the samples with at least r + 1 visible entries, there are at
least 1 missing entries per sample, and for the samples with less than r + 1 visible entries, there
are at least n − r missing entries per sample. In addition, η also satisfies η ≤ ρ, so we have
ρ ≥ n−rn+(n−r−1)(n−r) = mA−1n+(mA−1)(mA−2) , which is a necessary condition for the adversary. Thus,
if ρ < mA−1n+(mA−1)(mA−2) , we can learn the structure and impute all the samples with at least r visible
entries.
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